PICO
DRUM
Thank you for purchasing Erica Synths Pico Series module!
With Pico Series we challenged ourselves – can we make ANY
superior functionality synth module 3HP wide and affordable?

FEATURES

2 independent drums (samples)
Memory of 64 samples assignable for each drum
USB interface for user samples upload
Independent control over Pitch, Decay and Level for each drum
Voltage controlled Pitch, Decay, Level and Sample select for
the first drum
Separate triggers for each drum
Audio output of mixed drum sounds
Exclusive switch to select how the two drums interact with
each other when triggered at the same time
12bit resolution, 44kHz sampling frequency

TECHNICAL SPECS

Erica Pico DRUMS module gives you two independent great
sounding drums (samples) with versatile control over several
parameters and extensive collection of drum samples. Chain up
several Pico Drums and get one of the smallest modular drum
setup in the modular world!

Resolution
Sample rate
Power consumption
Module width
Module depth

12 bit
44 kHz
+35mA, -15mA
3HP
35mm

PICO
DRUM

DRUMS

The inluminated encoder is the main
control for all features. See the
table below for all features
description!

Switch between 2 drums TO SELECT
DESIRED SAMPLE AND ADJUST PARAMETERS.
When switching between drums,
settings for not active drums are
saved automatically
Patch here the CV to control Pitch,
Decay, Volume or Sample select for
the first drum

CTRL

DRUM1 EXCL

DRUM2 IND

6 LEDs indicate, the drum selected in
binary code. You can select one of 64
samples for each drum. A module
comes with 64 preinstalled samples,
but you can upload your own samples
via programmer.
Also LEDs indicate LOAD/SAVE slots
for your personalized module
configuration
Switch between EXCLUSIVE or
INDEPENDENT modes! This defines, how
the two drums interact with each
other when triggered at the same time

CV IN
This is Trigger input for the first drum.
The LED indicates the incoming trigger

TR1
This is Trigger input for the second
drum. The LED indicates the incoming
trigger

TR2
This is output for both drums mixed
according to level setting

OUT

PICO

DRUMS1

SAMPLE SELECT

SELECT

If encoder is not lit, this means you are in sample
select mode. Rotate the encoder to select
the sample!
6 LEDs will indicate selected sample in
a binary code.

DRUM1 EXCL

DRUMS1
DRUM2 IND

PITCH ADJUSTMENT

SELECT
PITC CV

If the encoder is light GREEN, you are in PITCH
adjustment mode. Rotate the encoder to set the
pitch of the drum sample. If you alter the pitch of
the drum, and then wish to return to the original
pitch, rotate the encoder until it flashes red once!
It indicates that you are at the original
pitch setting.

DRUM1
TR1EXCL

DRUMS1
DRUM2 IND

TR2

DECAY ADJUSTMENT

SELECT
PITC CV

If the encoder is light RED, you are in DECAY
adjustment mode. Rotate the encoder to select
desired decay time.

OUT

PICO
DRUM1
TR1EXCL

DRUMS1
DRUM2 IND

TR2

VOLUME ADJUSTMENT

SELECT
PITC CV
OUT

PICO
DRUM1
TR1EXCL

If the encoder is light YELLOW, you are in drum
VOLUME adjustment mode. Rotate the encoder to set
desired drum volume.
If you alter the volume of the drum, and then wish
to return to the original volume setting, rotate the
encoder until it flashes red once! It indicates that
you are at the original volume setting.

DRUMS1

SELECT

CV INPUT
CONFIGURATION
DRUM1 EXCL

DRUM2 IND

You can configure CV Input for four controls: Pitch,
Decay, Volume and sample select.
To activate CV Input configuration, set the drum
select switch to DRUM1 position and push and hold
the encoder for 2’’ until it starts blinking. Then
rotate the encoder to configure CV Input. Once you
have selected desired CV Input configuration, push
the encoder promptly.
Encoder blinking GREEN means, CV controls PITCH
Encoder blinking RED means, CV controls DECAY
Encoder blinking YELLOW means, CV controls VOLUME
6 sample select LEDs blinking mean, CV controls
sample select. Sample select is quantized to
semitones, and the first sample is selected with 0V
applied to the CV Input.

DRUMS1
PITC CV

SELECT
TR1

SAVE/LOAD DRUM
SETTINGS
TR2

DRUM1 EXCL

DRUM2 IND

OUT

PICO
PITC CV

TR1

TR2

When preparing your performances, you can
save all configurations, pitch, decay and volume
settings for both drums in one of 6 slots of module
memory and later instantly load all settings from
it. To LOAD the drum configuration from memory, set
the drum select switch to DRUM2 position and push
and hold the encoder for 2’’ until it starts blinking
GREEN. Memory slots are indicated by one of 6 LEDs
lit; rotate the encoder to select the slot and push
it promptly.
To SAVE the drum configuration, set the drum select
switch to DRUM2 position and push and hold the
encoder for 2’’ until it starts blinking GREEN, then
rotate the encoder until it starts blinking RED (by
rotating the encoder you will need to skip LOAD
slots, when encoder blinks GREEN). Memory slots
are indicated by one of 6 LEDs lit; rotate the encoder
to select the save slot and push it promptly.

PICO PROGRAMMER

To upload your own samples, you need to install Google Chrome plugin.
Go https://chrome.google.com/webstore/category/apps, and search for Pico Drums plugin! When
it’s installed you are ready to go!
1) Prepare your drum samples! The samples need to be mono, 44,1kHz sample rate, 16 bit resolution.
2) Activate Pico Drums plugin!
3) Browse samples and open them in the plugin interface!
4) Connect a Programmer to the Pico Drums module as shown on the picture! Pico Drums should be
connected to eurorack PSU and powered on. Nothing will go wrong, if you connect it reverse, but
you will not be able to upload samples.

5) The module will advance to SAMPLE RECEIVE mode automatically. Hit UPLOAD button, and samples
will be uploaded to Pico Drums memory in the same order, as they are in browse window.
Progress bar will show the upload status. Previous samples will be automatically erased from
Pico Drums memory.
6) Now you can disconnect a Programmer and your custom Pico Drums are ready to use! Enjoy!

Safety Instructions

Please follow the instructions for use of the Erica Synths module
below, ‘cause only this will guarantee proper operation of the module
and ensure warranty from Erica Synths.
Water is lethal for most of the electric devices, unless they are made
waterproof. This Erica Synths module is NOT intended for use in a humid or
wet environment. No liquids or other conducting substances must get
into the module. Should this happen, the module should be disconnected
from mains power immediately, dried, examined and cleaned by
a qualified technician.
Do not expose the module to temperatures above +50° C or below -20° C.
If you have transported module in extreme low temperatures, leave it in
room temperature for an hour before plugging it in.
Transport the instrument carefully, never let it drop or fall over.
Warranty does not apply to modules with visual damages.
The module has to be shipped in the original packaging only. Any module
shipped to us for return, exchange and/or warranty repair has to be in
its original packaging. All other deliveries will be rejected
and returned to you. Make sure you keep the original packaging and
technical documentation.
This device complies to the EU guidelines and is manufactured ROHS
conforming without use of led, mercury, cadmium and chrome.
Nevertheless, this device is special waste and disposal in household
waste is not recommended.

You will find Erica Synths terms of warranty at www.ericasynths.lv.
Items for return, exchange and/or warranty repair have to be sent to:
Erica Synths
Andrejostas Str. 12
Riga
Latvia
LV-1045
User manual by Girts Ozolins@Erica Synths
Design by Ineta Briede@Carre Branding
Copying, distribution or any commercial use in any way is prohibited and needs the written
permission by Erica Synths. Specifications are subject to change without notice.
In case of any questions, feel free to contact us through www.ericasynths.lv or via e-mail
info@ericasynths.lv

